
Week 2: Differential Erosion 
& Sedimentation 



Monday: Rock Correlation

Warmup:  List the three types of 
sedimentary rocks we identified last 
week. What was one of the tests we 
used to identify the rocks?

LT: I can correlate rocks from two 
canyons and explain how layers in 
canyons are formed.



Rock Layers
- Look at pictures of GC and posters around the room...what 

do you notice?
- Layers of rock!
- These layers of rock each contain different assortments of 

sedimentary rock
- Scientists observe each rock layer (color, composition, 

particle size, fossils) and will name the rock layer
- Scientists can use these rock layers to determine when the 

rock layer sediments were deposited, what life was like at 
that time, and sometimes can identify different organisms 
within the rock layer



Rock Layers
- Some of the rocks are the 

same at both 
areas...LAYERS!

- Layers: can be thick or 
thin, but extend over a 
large area

- Like layers of a cake!
- Layering 3D examples
- Fill in rock layers...draw them in! 

Refer to key on chalk board



Formation
- Sequence of rock layers that comprise 

more than one rock type
- Different rock types appear in a 

predictable sequence
- Formations can be recognized over 

large areas
- Ex: Kaibab Formation - limestone, 

sandstone, sandy limestone etc. present 
in the SAME sequence over a large area



Correlation

- Process of matching rock 
layers from different locations

- Can be easy if rock layers are 
continuous and unbroken 
stretching for a long distance

- Can be difficult if sections are 
not continuous 



In order to correlate rocks...need to be prepared!

Why would a geologist consider a bottle of 
hydrochloric acid and a hand lens two of 
his/her most important tools in the field?

- Hydrochloric acid: detects calcite and 
limestone!

- Hand lens: look at details of rocks...is sand 
present?



Today we will be correlating rock samples from 
the Grand Canyon!

- Nankoweap Canyon: Mile 52 & North Canyon: Mile 20
- GOAL: put rocks in the correct order, like they would 

appear in layers in the canyon!
- Pick up rock kit, put rocks in order on your table with your 

group...keep each canyon’s rocks separate!
- Use pg. 8 and 9 in book as reference! (Numbers on picture 

correlate to rock numbers)



Which rock is at river level at Nankoweap Canyon?

- Rock 4 - Limestone

Which rock is directly above Rock 4?
- Rock 5 - Limestone

- RECORD THESE ANSWERS ON YOUR NANKOWEAP CANYON TABLE
- CORRELATE REST OF ROCKS
- PLACE ROCKS ON TABLE IN ORDER



Rock Names
Geologists who study the Grand Canyon have given them official names (many of 
them are Native American in origin):

Rock 
ID

Rock Layer Name Rock Layer Name Rock ID

9 Toroweap Limestone

8 Coconino Sandstone Kaibab Limestone 10

7 Hermit Shale Toroweap Limestone 9

6 Supai Sandstone Coconino Sandstone 8

5 Redwall Limestone Hermit Shale 7

4 Muav Limestone Supai Sandstone 6

Nankoweap Canyon North Canyon

Colorado River Colorado River



Right now...canyons appear to be right next to each 
other...they are similar but different.

- Are they actually right next to each other?
- Cut out two rock walls and move them apart 
- Place them as they might appear in the actual Grand 

Canyon
- Demonstration...where should they go?
- Glue canyons into journal and draw the layers in between 

(see Ms. Perkins’ example if you are confused!)



Observations: Observe and discuss rock display 
with your group

- Compare rock layers found at 
both sites

- Find similarities and differences 
between the rock layers and 
samples at each site

- Report out



Discussion Questions:

- Why are many of the rocks the same in both sites?
- Rock sediments were deposited in LAYERS, so the 

layers contain the same rocks.
- Why are some of the rocks different between rocks?

- Layers break or are uncontinuous
- Different assortment of rocks present

- Why are the sequences of many of the rocks the same?
- Sediments laid down in different time periods in the 

same order



Rock Correlation Worksheet
- Due tomorrow (tuesday) if you don’t finish!



Tuesday: Differential Erosion + Neighborhood 
Rocks

Warmup: What is the process of rock correlation? How does 
the process of rock correlation work?

LT: I can define differential erosion and explain how 
differential erosion occurs. 



Go over Rock Correlation Homework WS



DUE:
- Rock Correlation Questions
- Journal Check #2



1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf4YtDlA1oQ
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NygkD8uATng

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf4YtDlA1oQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf4YtDlA1oQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NygkD8uATng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NygkD8uATng


Char Butte - Mile 62

Pg. 18 in textbook

- Look at picture
- Make observations...write 

down at least 5!
- Discuss with partner
- Discuss with group
- Share out



Differential Erosion
- Process that shapes landforms
- If a structure is shaped like steps or cliffs and slopes...it has 

been formed by differential erosion!
- Occurs when mountain or plateau is made of soft/weak 

rocks AND hard/resistant rocks
- Weaker rocks wear away faster...leave behind resistant 

rocks in different formations
- Colorado Plateau has a wide variety of landforms that were 

created by differential erosion!





Ranger Minute: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPC6cGaJo_E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPC6cGaJo_E


The Grand Canyon isn’t the only place with rocks...So 
we are going to study some of our Neighborhood 
Rocks and put our geologist skills to the test!

- We will be completing the Neighborhood Rock WS in class
- Part 1: GC Observations
- Part 2: Neighborhood Rock
- If you do not finish it is homework due tomorrow



Part 1: Observations + Inferences

- Look at pg. 20-21
- Make observations
- Sketch what you see on worksheet, describe rock layers, 

label which layers are softer or harder
- Write an inference about which layers are limestone, 

sandstone, and shale
- What other evidence would you need?
- Discuss with partner and share out



Neighborhood Rocks

- Make observations and record
- Sketch
- Can use hand lens if you would like
- Answer Questions
- Present findings to group and discuss 



Wednesday: Erosion, Weathering, & Deposition

Warm Up: What is differential erosion? How does differential 
erosion happen?

LT: I can define Erosion, Weathering, and Deposition and 
explain how each of these processes works. 

I can make a sand sample and analyze my sand using the 
Wentworth Scale. 



WEATHERING - Process that breaks larger rock into 
smaller particles 

- Physical (Mechanical) 
Weathering - breaks rocks into 
smaller and smaller pieces

- Frost or ice wedging - freeze/thaw 
cycle

- Abrasion - rocks banging together
- Living Organisms - roots grow into 

cracks and expand



WEATHERING - Process that breaks larger rock into 
smaller particles 

- Chemical Weathering
- Oxidation - 

exposure to oxygen 
and water

- Lichens - produce 
acid that break 
down rocks



DIFFERENTIAL EROSION: Removal and transportation of 
loose small particles (weathered materials)

Different “vehicles” transport 
weathered materials:

- Gravity - mass movement: mudslide + 
rockslide

- Running Water - carries sediment, the 
farther the particles travel, the rounder 
the edges are

- Glacial Ice - moves particles
- Wind- picks up things and carries 

them



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-Iak3Wvh9c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-Iak3Wvh9c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-Iak3Wvh9c


DEPOSITION - settling out of sediments. Sediments 
accumulate in basins, deltas, etc. 
- Shapes and size of particles helps 

determine depositional 
environment

- Smaller and less dense particles move 
farther from the source

- Large and more dense particles stay closer 
to the original source

- Where water slows, you can find 
deposits of sediments

- Examples: sandbars, meanders, deltas, and 
floodplains



Turning into Sedimentary Rock
- Cementation

- Cementing matrix fills the pores between grains
- Course-grained sediment form this way

- Compaction
- Pressure from overlying layers squeezes out water
- Shale forms this way

- Dissolution
- Chemical changes in sediments



Review: Sandstone

- What is sandstone?
- What GC rocks were sandstone?

- Coconino Sandstone
- Supai Sandstone

- How do we know a rock is sandstone?
- What is sandstone made of?



Big Question: Which came first, the sand or 
sandstone? Be prepared to defend your answer!

- Silently write ideas
- Talk with a partner
- Share with another partner group
- Share out



Big Question: Where did sand come from?

- Beach
- Desert
- Other sandstone
- Broken-down rock
- Shells



Group assignment: Try to make sand!
- Materials:
- Come up with procedure before! Write on whiteboard
- Observe and record results of sand making 

- WRITE observations about your homemade sand
- DRAW your homemade sand
- Use a hand-lens, look at your sand...WRITE 

observations and DRAW your magnified sand
- Compare granite sample to sand and write comparision
- Discuss findings



Discussion Questions

- What shape are the sand particles?
- Are the particles all the same size?
- What color are the sand particles?
- What did you notice about the shaken rocks when you 

compared them to the unshaken granite?
- What might happen to the granite chunks and the sand if 

you shook the containers with the rocks for 5 more 
minutes? 20 more minutes? All day?



Sand Analysis & Wentworth Scale

- PG. 34  in book- Sand Analysis
- PG. 35 in book - Wentworth Scale 

of Rock Particle Size

Analyze your sand using the 
wentworth scale! Record answers!



Wrap Up: 

- Compare sand to granite sample...discuss with group:
- How are they the same? Why?
- How are they different? Why?

- Collect homemade sand
- Clean Up



Thursday: Sand Lab

Warmup: What is weathering? How does it happen? Explain how we made sand 
yesterday.

LT: I can observe different sand samples and discuss my observations. 



Is all sand the same?
- Think
- Pair
- Group
- Share

We are going to test our ideas...I have collected sand from 
different locations:

Beach sand, Mountain stream sand, and a Sand 
Dune...GOAL: figure out which sand comes from each location



Sand Sample Lab Instructions:

- Observe three samples in cups in front of room. (Labeled 1, 
2, 3)

- Observe under microscope
- Draw what you see! Write down observations. 
- Work with your group!!



Discussion Questions:

Which sand was from which area? (Beach, sand dune, river)

- The shape and edges of the sand grains?
- Colors of sand grains?
- Are all the sand grains the same size?
- Are the surfaces of the sand grains all the same?
- Your homemade sand was made from gray granite. Do 

you think the other sands were made from gray 
granite? Why/why not?



Sand Location Reveal!
1 - Mountain stream: sand grains haven’t been carried far from 
the source rock. They are a wide variety  of sizes, are not well 
rounded, and have sharp edges



Sand Location Reveal!
2 - Beach: sand grains have moved a great distance from their 
source, been tumbled by waves, have more uniform size, are 
made of mainly quartz



Sand Location Reveal!
3 - Sand Dune: Sand grains have been buffeted by wind in a 
dry environment, have some flat sides, have been well-sorted, 
have frosted opinion. 



What has happened to the sands to give 
them different appearances?



Mystery Sand!

- Have one more sand sample but I don’t 
know where it’s from :(

- Help me identify it!
- Use microscope to observe sample four
- WRITE CER ABOUT MYSTERY SAND



Friday: Sand Lab Finish? Science Friday?

Turn in LT/Warmup and Weekly LT Reflection


